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bstract

R&D of HTS devices are in their full steam—more magnets and devices are developed with larger sizes. But analysis of their
tability and quench was still old fashioned, based on normal zone determination, analysis of its appearance and propagation.
ome peculiarities of HTS make this traditional, quite impractical and inconvenient approach to consideration of HTS devices
tability and quench development using normal zone origination and propagation analysis. The novel approaches were developed
hat consider the HTS device as a cooled medium with non-linear parameters with no mentioning of “superconductivity” in the
nalysis. The approach showed its effectiveness and convenience to analyze the stability and quench development in HTS devices.
n this paper the analysis of difference between HTS and LTS quench, dependent on index n and specific heat comparison, is

ollowed by the short approach descriptions and by the consequences from it for the HTS devices design. The further development
f the method is presented for the analysis of long HTS objects where “blow-up” regimes may happen. This is important for
esign and analysis of HTS power cables operations under overloading conditions.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

In recent years, the applications are more and more
idening of devices using high temperature supercon-
uctors (HTS). HTS magnets, windings of HTS motors

nd generators, HTS transformers, HTS cables become
sual items. Like their predecessors, made from low
emperature superconductors (LTS), HTS devices have
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heir operation limits, namely critical current, field and
emperature. It means that at certain conditions HTS
evice may lose their stable superconducting state,
eating may start with the temperature rise. For LTS
evices such transition usually is called as a quench.
or the HTS devices the study of stability and quench

s a very important task also as such devices become
ore common and they are very prospective.
To describe the stability of LTS devices, usually the
nergy is analyzed that is necessary to initiate a nor-
al zone in a superconductor while it carries current

elow its critical level. If due to some disturbance the
ormal zone appears in LTS, the normal zone propa-
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ation is studying to describe the quench development
nd heating of a LTS device. Thus, the LTS stability
nd quench description is based on the determination
f the normal zone and analysis of the normal zone
ropagation. This approach was very fruitful and per-
itted to solve most stability and quench problems for

TS devices. It is not surprising that when HTS devices
ame to the scene, the same approaches were used for
heir stability and quench analysis [1]. In principle, this
s fair because from the general, formal point of view
here is no difference between HTS and LTS supercon-
uctivity except operating temperature. But just high
perating temperature and, as a consequence, the suffi-
ient difference in some material parameters make old
ashioned description of HTS devices quite inconve-
ient. First of all it applies to the basic determination
f the “normal zone” in HTS devices.

Besides that it is necessary to mention that the most
rospective applications of HTS are power electro-
echnical devices: power cables, transformers, gener-
tors, etc. All these devices must have one general
eature—they must withstand fault currents dozens
imes more than their operating currents (if one not
onsiders special current limiting devices). It is the
tandard for electric power grids. This situation is abso-
utely different from the quench of LTS devices, where
he transport current is below or about the critical cur-
ent during quench. In HTS power devices, the overload
urrent forcibly becomes much more than the operat-
ng/critical current of a device. In this case the usual
pproaches to analyze quench and heating in super-
onducting devices are not valid. There is no normal
one and its propagation in the usual sense used for
TS devices.

That is why we believe that new approaches should
e developed for more physically clear description
f the stability and quench of HTS devices, espe-
ially at overload conditions. Below we present such
pproaches developed.

. LTS versus HTS—the comparison

.1. What is common?
In principle, the old approach to analyze HTS
evices is fair, because for both LTS and HTS it is based
n the same standard equation: the general, simplified,
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ne-dimensional differential equation that governs the
uenching process in any superconductor is given by
2,3]:

(T )
∂T

∂t
= ∂

∂x

(
k(T )

∂T

∂x

)
+ Q(T ) − W(T ) (1)

here C(T) is the volumetrically averaged heat capac-
ty, the first term on the right-hand side represents
hermal conduction along the superconductors, k(T)
he volumetrically averaged thermal conductivity and
(T) represents the heat generation, particularly due to
oltage–current characteristics (VCC). The last term
epresents the cooling, that is usually linear in temper-
ture [1,4].

The traditional presentation of VCC of supercon-
uctors E(I, T) is:

(I, T ) = E0

(
I

I0(T )

)n

(2)

Here, n is the parameter called index, I0(T) a cur-
ent corresponding to the electric field level E0 that is
efined usually as 1 �V/cm or 0.1 �V/cm. The current
0(T) is what we usually call “critical current”. In this
ase heat release term in (1) will look as:

(T, n) = IE = I0E0

(
I

I0(T )

)n+1

(3)

Eq. (1) is a basic heat balance equation to evaluate
ot spot temperature in superconductors at a quench.
his equation is the same for LTS and HTS super-
onductors. Generally, this equation should be solved
umerically, because of non-linearity and complexity
f all terms included. And exact results (if all parame-
ers are known properly) could be obtained.

But for practical purposes some simplified models
ere developed permitting well-justified analysis of

he quench development in superconducting devices,
or example normal zone appearance and propagation
nalysis. We would like to offer another approach we
onsider more convenient for HTS devices.

.2. What makes difference?
The major difference between HTS and LTS super-
onducting devices is the parameters’ magnitude.
able 1 shows a comparison between the major mate-
ial parameters for LTS and HTS superconductors.
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Table 1
Comparison of LTS and HTS characteristic parameters

LTS HTS

High index value n ≥ 30,
n ∼ 50—is a common value

Low index value n < 30,
n ∼ 10 or less—is a common
value

Specific heat C is low
C ∼ 103 J/m3 K

Specific heat C is high
C ∼ 2 × 106 J/m3 K

Matrix resistivity ρ—constant
with temperature

Matrix resistivity
ρ—non-linearly rises with
temperature

Difference between the
critical temperature and
operating temperature
Tc − T < 1–10 K

Difference between the
critical temperature and
operating temperature
Tc − T � 10 K
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ritical current criteria
Ic(1 �V/cm)

Ic(0.1 �V/cm) ∼ 1.05
Critical current criteria
Ic(1 �V/cm)

Ic(0.1 �V/cm) ∼ 1.25

Strong differences in parameters and in their tem-
erature dependencies do exist. It leads to the fact that
or HTS it is difficult to distinguish properly normal
nd superconducting zones or just to determine which
s superconducting and which is a normal part.

Another impact of parameters’ difference is the
etermination of the critical current (see Table 1). For
TS only 5% difference for two critical current crite-
ia (of 1 and 0.1 �V/cm) permits more or less precise
etermination of Ic. For HTS critical current is a very
onditional parameter. For n ∼ 10 there is no sense to
e very serious with Ic determination.

Most important difference between LTS and HTS
arameters, is the very strong difference of characteris-
ic times of the heat processes development τh = CA/Ph.
ere A is a cross-section of a superconductor, P its

ooling perimeter and h is the heat removal coef-
cient. Specific heat is about 2000 times more for
TS, h is about 15 times (LN cooling) more for
TS, but much less for indirect cooling by cryocool-

rs. In any case, the specific heat development time
h is at least 200 times and more longer for HTS.
he transition processes in HTS develop much more
lowly.

Due to high n-values and low C(T), fast thermal
nstability happens in LTS with the appearance of
learly determined and propagating normal zones. The

odel with the appearance of a normal zone and

ts propagation is well justified to analyze quench in
TS devices [1,4,5]. While for HTS devices other
pproaches should be found [3].
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. Novel approaches to describe stability and
uench/heating development in HTS devices

.1. The analytical model

The analytical model has been developed for stabil-
ty and heating. The specific “thermal quench current”
TQC) Iq has been introduced resembling the critical
urrent for LTS devices. It was shown [6] that near
he TQC, analytical expressions could be found for
wo cases. If I < Iq, the temperature stabilizes at some
evel Tq − Tf. If I > Iq, the temperature rises with strong
cceleration after the time tq [3,4,8,13,19]. The fol-
owing expressions have been found. Time evolution
f temperature and the electric field in a HTS device:

T (t) − Tq

Tf
= E(t) − Eq

Ef
= tan

t − tq

tf
, I > Iq; (4)

Threshold thermal quench current:

Iq = Ic(T0)
n

n + 1

[
hP(Tc − T0)

nE0Ic(T0)

]1/(n+1)

(5)

Characteristic time of the quench development:

tq = th

(√
2Iq∣∣I − Iq
∣∣ (n + 1)

)

× arctan

(√
Iq

2
∣∣I − Iq

∣∣ (n + 1)

)
(6)

Characteristic temperatures and voltages:

Tq = T0 + Tc − T0

n + 1
,

Tf = (Tc − T0)

√
2|I − Iq|
(n + 1)Iq

, Eq = hPTc

Ic(T0)n
,

Ef = nEq

√
2|I − Iq|
(n + 1)Iq

(7)

Characteristic time:

tf = th

√
2Iq (8)
|I − Iq|(n + 1)

Here T0 and Tc are the ambient temperature and
ritical temperature of a superconductor, Tq a charac-
eristic temperature at which fast temperature rise starts
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changed also. From the maximum heating temperature
Tmax (LTS) used for LTS devices [1,4] to the tempera-
ture Tq, at which the slope of T(t) is drastically changing
for HTS devices (see Fig. 1).
ig. 1. Dimensionless temperature θ vs. dimensionless time τ for
xperiments with different superconducting objects.

t the time tq, and tf is a time necessary to heat a sam-
le to the equilibrium temperature Tq − Tf at I < Iq [1].

h is the characteristic thermal time defined above. All
he above expressions do not have adjusting parameters
nd were extensively verified by experiments [6–11].
t was also shown that expressions (5) for I > Iq are uni-
ersal and permit the scaling for the widest variety of
uperconducting devices. The parameters, describing
he heat development of superconducting devices could
e made dimensionless by dividing on the proper scal-
ng factor and in this case one can obtain the universal
ependence for different devices. In Fig. 1 such depen-
encies of dimensionless temperatures and voltages
n dimensionless time are shown for different super-
onducting objects. One can see that the theory well
oincides with the experimental data for quite different
evices. It was shown also, that heating development
ime may be well scaled too [8].

Eq. (4) are quite universal and valid for any medium
here heat release is sufficiently non-linear. One of

he examples of such a behavior may be well known
TS superconductors. To illustrate this, in Fig. 1, we
how the experimental results for the electric field
race measured during the quench of LTS super-

onductor. The sample is a typical multifilamentary
bTi/CuNi/Cu superconducting wire tested at the liq-
id helium. One can see in Fig. 1, the electric field
ise in this wire obeys the universal curve calculated

F
c
f

nd Design 81 (2006) 2417–2424

y Eq. (4). It means that heating process in the LTS
ire has the same nature as for HTS superconduc-

ors. The only difference is the initial normal zone
ropagation in LTS wire (∼50 m/s), which we never
bserved in the experiments with HTS objects. After
ormal zone filled entire LTS sample, the heating pro-
ess for the LTS wire is similar to the heating for HTS
evices.

.2. Inevitable consequences from the theory

The major consequence from the implementation of
his theory is the necessity of changing design criteria
or HTS devices. LTS devices work if operating current
s less then the critical current Ic and this is the “crit-
cal current design criterion”. HTS devices may work
f current is more than Ic, but may not work even at
urrents less than Ic, especially in large devices. This
s illustrated in Fig. 2 where the TQC divided by the
ritical current (“relative TQC”) is shown versus char-
cteristic parameter of total conductor length divided
y the cooling perimeter. Because heat release is in the
olume of a device while heat removal is from the sur-
ace their ratio reduces with sizes. In this case thermal
uench or thermal runaway current may be less than
he critical current. Thermal runaway current design
riteria should be used [12].

The criteria of the heating temperature should be
ig. 2. Relative thermal quench current (TQC divided by the critical
urrent) vs. inverse effective cooling perimeter [8]. Symbols are data
rom different HTS coils from literatures.
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The change of the quench time criteria is: from the
ime necessary to heat a device up to Tmax (LTS devices)
o the time tq, when the slope of T(t) curve is changing
for HTS devices).

Both these criteria should be used because beyond
q the temperature rise is so fast that it could barely be
ontrolled.

It is necessary to note that the low index n while
educing the “critical current” or increasing “tempera-
ure of current sharing” may lead to better stability if
ood enough cooling is providing. It may be important
or large CICC cables where the reduction of n was
bserved [20]. The theory developed for HTS super-
onducting objects with the low index n may be used
or large CICC cables also.

In our opinion, the analytical model for quasi-
niform heating provides better, more convenient and
ore adequate understanding of HTS quench–heating

evelopment. Next step, is analysis of non-uniform
eating for long objects.

. Non-uniform cases and HTS device at

verloading conditions

Non-uniform cases are important if characteristic
eat length lh = √

Ak/Ph is much less than the char-

o
c
F
a

Fig. 3. Instability developments in the adiabatic cases. Slow decay
nd Design 81 (2006) 2417–2424 2421

cteristic size of HTS devices. HTS power cables are
he major examples of them. As we mentioned above,
TS cables being installed to a power grid may undergo
verloading regimes, when current forcibly becomes
uch more than its operating value and critical cur-

ent. In this case there is no way to talk about normal
one and its propagation!

Due to strong non-linearity with temperature of
he heat release and material parameters of HTS
evices some specific phenomena could happen: blow-
p regimes with heat localization [13,14].

The study of these phenomena (beside the exper-
ments) could be done by numerical analysis only.

e performed such study with computer experiment
13–16]. The numerical solution of the standard Eq. (1)
as performed with parameters as much as possible

lose to the reality. Depend on parameters combina-
ions (current density, cooling, initial disturbance, etc.)
ifferent heating modes may appear [15,16].

In adiabatic cases, eventually, a fast temperature rise
appens with heat localization (while may be after very
ong time). This is illustrated in Fig. 3.

In the presence of cooling, two modes do exist

f the heat development, very similar to the analyti-
al model—stable and unstable. This is illustrated in
ig. 4. In the stable mode the initial disturbances dis-
ppear. In the unstable mode the very fast, actually

eventually changes to the fast rise of the temperature [15].
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Fig. 4. The examples of the instability developments in the cases with cooling. LCD stays for “low current density sample”—the sample with the
critical current at the self-field ∼40 A. Different initial disturbances levels and cooling are shown. (a and b) Time dependencies of the temperature.
(c and d) Temperature profiles along samples. At currents above Iq—stable regimes switch to the regimes with the very fast temperature rise
(a and b). (c) In the unstable mode the fast, actually a catastrophic temperature rise happens with the heat localization [15], no normal zone
propagation observed. (d) In the stable mode the initial disturbances disappear.
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Fig. 5. Time depended traces of the temperature for the sample with
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Fig. 6. Relative thermal runaway currents (transport current divided
by the critical current) vs. the heat removal coefficient. Solid lines,
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ritical current ∼40 A at the self-field in liquid nitrogen. Dashed
ines, experiments; solid lines, calculations with the updated model
16].

atastrophic temperature rise happens with the heat
ocalization (see Fig. 4). The time till the temperature
unaway starts in the unstable regime becomes rather
hort with a current density rise. Like in the analytical
odel this time can be considered as the safety param-

ter.
The numerical calculations were verified by the

xperiments [16]. Thermocouples were attached to the
hort samples of Bi-2223 HTS tape and overloading
urrent has been applied with measuring of the tem-
erature. The comparison of the numerical calculations
nd experiments are shown in Fig. 5. One can see the
ood coincidence of calculations and measurements. It
onfirm the model and accuracy of the parameters used
or calculations.

In Fig. 6 the relative thermal runaway currents are
hown in dependence on cooling for two types of
TS tapes mentioned. In Fig. 6 solid lines are calcula-

ions by the analytical model [6,8] (zero disturbance)
nd dashed lines are numerical calculations by the
pgraded model [16] and by the model [15] with the
emperature disturbances in the center of the sample
�T ∼ 0.5–4 K). In the model [15] the heat release was
pproximated for the simplicity by the power func-
ion, while in the upgraded model [16] we used the

eal heat release function described by Eq. (3). One
an see the practical coincidence of calculations with
ifferent methods. Symbols shown in Fig. 6 are the
xperimental data. At low current, experiments coin-

c
i
d
m

nalytical calculations by theory [6,8]. The upgraded model calcula-
ions [16] (short dashed lines), the experimental data [16] (symbols)
nd the data from calculations by the model [14] (long dashed lines)
re shown also.

ide with calculations for n close to 10 and at higher
urrents better coincidence is for n close to 5. It is con-
ected to the fact that at higher currents the effective
alue of n usually reduces as it was observed in our
xperiments with HTS devices. The transition of the
CC from the power law with rather high n at low cur-

ents to the linear dependence at currents much more
han the critical one determines the presence of the
CC part with the reduced index n. It was shown in [6]

hat the thermal runaway current Iq is proportional to
he heat removal coefficient h like Iq ∼ h1/n+1 [6]. That

eans very weak dependence on cooling at the high
ndex n.

Thus, the behavior of the long HTS devices with
on-uniform heating is quite close to the behavior of
TS devices with uniform (or quasi-uniform) heating.
oth models are working and provide close results that
re well coinciding with the experiments.

. Conclusions

The novel approaches are offered to describe the sta-
ility and quench/heating development in HTS devices

onfirmed by the experiments. The models consider the
nstability development in HTS devices, while HTS
evice is considered not as a superconductor but the
edium with non-linear material parameter.
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The analytical model developed is scalable and it
s good to use for the HTS devices with sizes less
han characteristic heat length lh = √

Ak/Ph. For liq-
id nitrogen temperatures lh is about 2 m. This model
ay be used rather universally, even for LTS devices
ith low index n.
The numerical model has been developed for long

TS objects (for example, power cables at overloading
onditions). It was shown that blow-up regimes with
eat localization do exist in long HTS objects. Insta-
ility development time can be rather short (due to heat
ocalization) in comparison with usual time of the heat-
ng development in HTS devices.

The threshold current Iq is weakly depending on
ooling characterizes the stability of HTS devices. This
urrent separates stable and unstable modes. Important
afety parameter is the heating development time that
uickly decays with the transport current rise.

The new approaches developed are useful to analyze
TS devices stability/quench/heating behavior, with-
ut using “superconducting” terms, like a normal zone
nd its propagation.
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